
Before answering the questions below, you will need to have completed the in-class exercise. 
You need to have already created a DDS in Sysgen and integrated it into an XPS project. This 
project should be working in hardware and displaying a sinusoid on the oscilloscope.

1. Whatʼs the slowest sinusoid your project can produce? You should be able to discern this 
from just the Sysgen DDS model, knowing your sampling frequency in hardware is 40MHz.

2. What frequency sinusoid does a phase increment of 65536 produce? What about a phase 
increment of 4096? Whatʼs the expression relating the normalized phase increment (i.e. an 
integer in [0, 2^32-1]) to actual frequency? Again, remember your sampling frequency is 
40MHz.

3. Using your XPS project running in hardware, reproduce each of the oscilloscope plots on 
pages 2-3. You should recreate the waveform displays as nearly as possible. Pay attention 
to signal levels, time intervals, triggers and displayed measurements. In your writeup, 
include a scope screenshot of each signal and note the DDS phase increment and 
oscilloscope parameters used to produce it. You can access the scope to take screenshots 
via web browser via this URL: http://10.0.1.100/ 

4. Following the same procedure as the in-class exercise, create a peripheral core from your 
digital modulator, integrate it into an XPS project and test it on the WARP hardware.

• Be sure to use the version of your modulator which produces symbols of all modulations 
schemes at the same rate. This is the model you built for question 4 in lab #3.

• Use a From Register to select which modulation scheme is output to the DACs. This 
register will allow you to choose which constellation is displayed at run-time.

• Be sure your modulatorʼs output doesnʼt extend beyond [-1, +1). The precision of 
gateway out blocks should be fix_12_11.

• When it works, you should be able to get scope plots like this:

• Create a software project that allows you to chose which modulation type to use from 
the computer keystrokes. 
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